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Composition Characteristics of Dissolved Organic Matter at the Vegetation-Soil Interface Under the Influence of Mining Disturbances
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Abstract

The contradiction between coal mining and environmental protection is becoming increasingly acute. In this study, we analyzed the distribution of carbon content and the components and structural characteristics of dissolved organic matter (DOM) at the vegetation-soil interface of mine dumps and explored the potential environmental mechanism of the recovery process. The study results indicated that the DOM content at the vegetation-soil interface was 320.82-403.81 mg/kg, decreasing in the first 1-3 years and then increasing between years 5 and 7. With increasing time from the creation of the dump, hydrophilic and microbial materials at the vegetation-soil interface turned, most of which were integrated into humic-like substances and protein-like substances. Moreover, the adsorption capacity of DOM to organic pollutants and metal ions decreased, increasing the potential risk of vegetation-soil interface pollution. However, the content of newly formed humic acid in DOM gradually enhanced, improving the fertility of the vegetation-soil interface. Vegetation types and pH were the key factors affecting the spatial distribution of carbon content and the composition characteristics of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface. Thus, studying the composition characteristics of DOM in the vegetation-soil interface can help establish a relationship with the soil quality and offer novel ideas for the management of the mining dumps.
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Introduction

Coal is one of the most important energy sources in China, and plays an important role in the development of the national economy. In open-pit coal mining, the original surface vegetation, surface rock, and soil are stripped, whereas the deep soil layer is removed to form a dump. Such changes in the soil structure, physical and chemical properties, and vegetation community cause land degradation and fertility decline, which in turn, affect the mineralization and migration of soil organic carbon [1-2]. Vegetation restoration is a key to the ecological restoration of mine dumps. Litter and root exudates help accelerate soil fertility restoration, prevent soil erosion, and improve soil carbon storage [3-4]. Soil carbon content and vegetation are the fundamental indicators that reflect the evolution of the ecological environment, while soil organic carbon affects soil nutrient migration and vegetation restoration in bare land. However, the total organic carbon content is a result of the balance between carbon accumulation and mineralization in the soil and cannot reflect the evolution of regional soil quality and responses to mining disturbances. The structure and composition of dissolved organic matter (DOM) affect the activity and ecological effects of DOM in soil. DOM is the active organic matter in soil and can influence the migration and transformation of nutrients and pollutants, as well as respond to the succession of ecosystems and surface vegetation [5]. The reactivity of DOM directly depends on its content and compositional and structural characteristics [6]. The activities of plants and microorganisms can significantly impact the DOM content. Moreover, DOM can be easily decomposed by oxidation [7]. The composition and structure of soil DOM varies dynamically with soil organic carbon, reflecting short-term soil carbon dynamics. Such minor variations can predict the long-term evolution trend of DOM. Therefore, DOM has gradually become an important indicator for evaluating soil quality that is widely used in soil management [8]. We conducted an in-depth analysis of DOM composition and structural characteristics at the vegetation-soil interface over 7 years of dump existence. The original dump is characterized by mining disturbances, allowing us to reveal the trend of organic carbon migration and transformation at the vegetation-soil interface.

The western region of China (provinces of Shanxi, Shaanxi, Mongolia, Gansu, and Ningxia) is the main coal-producing area. It is characterized by rare rainfall events and significant soil desertification. The contradiction between coal resource development and environmental protection has become prominent, and there is an urgent need to reveal how coal mining disturbances affect the regional soil environment. With the development of spectroscopy technology, ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectroscopy and excitation-emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectroscopy have been widely used to study the composition and structural characteristics of DOM in natural water, soil, and other ecosystems [9-11]. These spectroscopic techniques reflect the aromaticity and molecular weight of DOM components, and can evaluate their structural stability, characterize fluorescent components, and identify their material sources. The research on DOM in coal mining areas mainly focuses on the relationship between components and heavy metals [12-14]. At present, there is a lack of relevant research on the migration and change laws of composition and structural features. Thus, in order to better estimate the dynamic change and restoration status of the vegetation-soil interface in coal mining areas, it is important to study the composition and structure of DOM.

This study applies a variety of spectroscopy techniques and analysis methods to analyze the DOM components and structural characteristics at the vegetation-soil interface of a mining dump. We investigated the relationships between the DOM components, its structural characteristics at the vegetation-soil interface, and various forms of carbon content. We also clarified the main factors controlling the dynamic carbon content at the vegetation-soil interface. Overall, this study can further disclose the issues regarding soil protection in open-pit coal mine dumps and provide a theoretical basis for assessing the ecological environment and ecological restoration in coal mining areas.

Materials and Methods

Sample Collection and Pretreatment

This study was conducted in the Xilinhot open-pit coal mine (115°99' E-116°02' E, 43°99' N-44°02' N). The mining area represents a typical dry grassland, with an average annual rainfall of approximately 250-400 mm (July-September) and an average annual temperature of approximately 1.7°C [15]. The mining area was established in September 2007, and a stripped slag dump was created in the surrounding area. The dump has an irregular quadrilateral shape with alternating platforms and slopes, showing a stepped topography (Fig. 1). To minimize the impact of individual soil characteristics on determinant soil properties, all samples were obtained from sites with a similar topography, altitude, and geographic coordinates. In July 2019, we collected representative soils from the sampling sites where the dump existed for 1, 3, 5, and 7 years, as well as from the original grassland soil. The characteristics of each sampling site are listed in Table 1. The vegetation-soil interface with approximately 0-20 cm of soil was sampled by columnar sampler, and were sealed in a zip-lock bag. They were brought back to the laboratory to be freeze-dried, ground and passed through a 100-mesh sieve. After sieving, the samples were washed with Milli-Q ultrapure water (water: soil (v/w): 10:1). The supernatant was filtered through a...
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0.45-μm pore size membrane after being oscillated at 220 r/min for 16 h and centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 15 min. The filtrate was then refrigerated at 4°C under dark conditions until the analysis.

Determination of Total Nitrogen, Total Phosphorus, and Carbon Content

The total phosphorus (TP) and total nitrogen (TN) contents of the samples were calculated using a KDY-5000 Kjeldahl analyzer, according to the micro-Kjeldahl method. The dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and dissolved total carbon (DTC) contents in all the samples were analyzed using a TOC-5000 total organic carbon analyzer (Shimadzu, Japan). The soil pH was measured using the potentiometric method (water: soil (v/w): 2.5:1).

Ultraviolet-Visible Spectra

DOM was determined using a 1-cm quartz cuvette on a DR-5000 spectrophotometer (Hach, USA) in a wavelength range of 200-700 nm. SUVA$_{254}$ was derived from the absorbance at 254 nm/DOC concentration. A$_{253}$/A$_{365}$ was calculated from the ratio of the absorbance at 253 nm to that at 203 nm [16-17]. E$_{250}$/E$_{365}$ was obtained from the ratio of the absorbance at 250 nm to that at 365 nm [18].

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

An F-7000 fluorescence spectrometer (Hitachi, Japan) was used to obtain the fluorescence spectra. The scanning speed was 2,400 nm/min, and the scanning bandwidth was 5 nm. The emission and excitation wavelengths were set at 200-450 nm (5-nm intervals) and 250-600 nm (5-nm intervals), respectively. The EEM spectra were quantitatively obtained using fluorescence reflectance imaging (FRI) [19]. The fluorescence index (FI) was determined by the emission intensity at wavelengths of 450 and 500 nm, when the excitation wavelength was 370 nm [20]. The biological index (BIX) refers to the ratio of fluorescence intensity at emission wavelengths of 380 and 430 nm, when the excitation wavelength is 310 nm [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Vegetation Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disturbance area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-year (S1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-year (S2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ephemeral plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-year (S3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sparsely distributed ephemeral plants in clusters, 0-2 species of plants/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-year (S4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sparsely distributed perennial xerophyte community, 0-3 plants/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undisturbed area</td>
<td>Grassland (S5)</td>
<td>Grassland vegetation in arid sandy land, 6-7 plants/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Geographic location of the study area and sampling sites.](image)
Data Analysis

Origin 8.0 and Excel 2017 were utilized to analyze and process the data. SPSS 17.0 was used for the cluster analysis of different parameters, whereas MATLAB 2012a was used to draw the fluorescence spectra combined with the spectral partition analysis.

Results and Discussion

Physical and Chemical Properties of the Vegetation-Soil Interface and Spatio-Temporal Distribution of Carbon Contents

Table 2 shows the general physical and chemical characteristics of the vegetation-soil interface in different areas of the Xilinhot open-pit coal dump. The DOM content was expressed as the DOC concentration and varied between 320.28 and 403.81 mg/kg at the vegetation-soil interface, decreasing in the first 1-3 years and increasing in years 5-7. The DIC content was 242.85-918.86 mg/kg, and the pH value and TP content both had S2>S1>S4>S3 fluctuation trend. The TN content increased with the increase in dump age. Compared with the grassland, the vegetation-soil interface parameters of the dump differed significantly over the years. With an increase in dump age, the vegetation-soil interface parameters gradually returned to the level in grassland soil, while the pH value showed the same trend as the content of TP and DIC. Soil pH affects the level of nutrients and the content of carbon components in soils [22-23], whereas different vegetation types affect the soil nutrients and carbon content [24-25]. Herein, we primarily focused on the effects of soil pH and vegetation types on the content of various carbon components at the vegetation-soil interface in the dump.

Ultraviolet-Visible Spectral Characteristics of DOM

The SUVA_{254} value is widely used to estimate the aromatic content of DOM. SUVA_{254} values of less than 3 indicate that natural organics contain specific hydrophilic substances [26-27]. As shown in Table 3, the SUVA_{254} value at the vegetation-soil interface in the disturbed and undisturbed areas varied from 0.005 to 0.058, which is significantly lower than 3. Such low values indicate that DOM at the vegetation-soil interface in both regions was mainly composed of hydrophilic substances. The SUVA_{254} value at the vegetation-soil interface in the disturbed area ranged between 0.005 and 0.058, presenting an increasing trend in the first 1-3 years and a decreasing trend in years 5-7 of dump existence. A higher molecular weight and degree of humification of DOM leads to more difficult degradation and a lower activity of microorganisms [28]. As such, the degree of humification and aromatization of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface in the 3-year dump was higher, but the microbial activity was weaker. Ephemeral plants in the 3-year dump belonged to the adaptation stage. The plants competed with soil microorganisms for nutrients, which resulted in weak microbial activity and prevented soil microorganisms from degrading vegetation litter. When the dump vegetation in the disturbed area gradually adapted to the soil interface over years 5-7, the microbial activity was gradually restored along with the ecological processes (e.g., plant growth, metabolism). However, the degree of DOM molecular humification at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump gradually decreased between years 5 and 7. This may be related to the sparse distribution of plants, shorter root systems and restoration of microbial activity, resulting in less litter biomass and soil humus accumulation.

The A_{253}/A_{203} ratio can be used to indicate the concentration of substitution groups, where higher A_{253}/A_{203} ratios correspond to the substitution in aromatic rings with carbonyl, carboxyl, hydroxyl, and ester groups [29]. The A_{253}/A_{203} ratio at the vegetation-soil interface in the disturbed area ranged from 0.066 to 1.126, decreasing as the dump matured (Table 3). Such a decrease indicates that the aromatic ring structures of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface in the 7-year dump contained more aliphatic chains and fewer carbonyl, carboxyl, hydroxyl, and ester groups. According to Li et al. [29], active functional groups (e.g., carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl) may affect organic matter, metal ions, and toxic reactive pollutants in the soil owing to adsorption, oxidation, complexation, and reduction. This means that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>DTC (mg.kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>DOC (mg.kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>DIC (mg.kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>TN (mg.kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>TP (mg.kg⁻¹)</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>1,167.7±204.59</td>
<td>403.81±16.19</td>
<td>763.90±128.52</td>
<td>33.97±1.12</td>
<td>219.27±6.22</td>
<td>8.27±0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1,239.1±153.91</td>
<td>320.28±21.52</td>
<td>918.86±32.37</td>
<td>49.56±2.02</td>
<td>451.21±9.56</td>
<td>8.32±0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>573.6±21.60</td>
<td>330.82±2.41</td>
<td>242.85±24.04</td>
<td>172.01±5.71</td>
<td>159.52±3.82</td>
<td>5.83±0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>857.56±274.22</td>
<td>401.43±14.60</td>
<td>456.13±219.73</td>
<td>709.93±7.42</td>
<td>238.35±5.21</td>
<td>6.45±0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>923.13±202.28</td>
<td>434.91±19.72</td>
<td>488.22±122.57</td>
<td>961.28±6.29</td>
<td>162.85±4.26</td>
<td>7.79±0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the DOM adsorption, oxidation, and reduction capabilities of the vegetation-soil interface decrease during dump recovery, increasing the potential risk of pollution at the vegetation-soil interface.

The $E_{2}/E_{3}$ ratio generally indicates the source of organic matter. If the value is less than 3.5, the content of fulvic acid in the organic matter is less than that of humic acid. On the contrary, when the value is greater than 3.5, the content of fulvic acid in the organic matter is greater than that of humic acid [30]. As shown in Table 3, the $E_{2}/E_{3}$ ratio at the vegetation-soil interface in the disturbed area ranged between 2.300 and 4.441, decreasing with the increase in dump age (Table 3). The results showed that the content of humic acid in DOM at the vegetation-soil interface gradually increased with increasing dump age. The newly formed humic acid was relatively fatty and had high reactivity, which was conducive to the transformation of soil organic matter, the release of nutrients, and the formation of soil structures [31-32]. Therefore, the newly formed humic acid content at the vegetation-soil interface increased with dump recovery, improving vegetation-soil interface fertility.

Furthermore, the SUVA$_{254}$ value, $A_{253}/A_{203}$ ratio, and $E_{2}/E_{3}$ ratio at the vegetation-soil interface in the first 1-3 years of the dump were greater than or close to those of the grassland. Therefore, the humification degree, substituent types, and fulvic acid content of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface (1-3 years) were also close to those of the grassland. However, the SUVA$_{254}$ value, $A_{253}/A_{203}$ ratio, and $E_{2}/E_{3}$ ratio at the vegetation-soil interface in the 5-7-year-old dump were significantly lower than those of the grassland, indicating that the humification degree, substituent types, and fulvic acid content of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface in the 5-7-year-old dump decreased first (years 1-5) and then increased (years 5-7). The DOM of the vegetation-soil interface in the dump mainly originated from microbial metabolites, respectively (Fig. 2).

Fluorescence Spectral Characteristics of DOM

The FI value was used to determine the source of organic matter. An FI value near 1.3 indicates a terrestrial DOM source, while a value near 1.8 indicates a microbial DOM source [20]. The BIX value is an indicator correlated with the biological contribution of DOM [21]. If the BIX value is greater than 1, the corresponding DOM is principally derived from bacteria, organisms, and their metabolites. However, if the BIX value is between 0.6 and 0.7, the corresponding DOM is primarily obtained from terrestrial plants [21]. The FI value at the vegetation-soil interface in the disturbed and undisturbed areas of the dump equaled 1.962 and 2.681, respectively, while the BIX value ranged between 0.951 and 1.540 (Table 3). These results indicate that the DOM at the vegetation-soil interface in both dump regions originated from microbial sources. Thus, we argue that microorganisms and their metabolites play an important role in the remediation of the vegetation-soil interface, and that the degree of humification and the type of substituents of DOM are significantly affected by microbial activity.

The EEM-FRI technology was used to further study the DOM composition at the vegetation-soil interface in different disturbed dump areas. According to Zhang et al. [33], five regions of fluorescence spectra were derived by fluorescence regional integration (FRI). These five regions were divided into three substance types, $P_{\text{I+II, } n}$, $P_{\text{I+II, } m}$, and $P_{\text{IV, } n}$, which represent simple proteins, complex humic substances, and soluble microbial metabolites, respectively (Fig. 2).

The EEM-FRI analysis results showed that DOM at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump mainly contained humic-like substances and few protein-like substances (Fig. 3). The proportion of simple aromatic proteins first increased (years 1-5) and then decreased (years 5-7). The proportion of humus complex organic matter showed a decreasing trend, and the proportion of microbial metabolites decreased first (years 1-5) and then increased (years 5-7). The DOM of the vegetation-soil interface in the dump mainly originated from microbial sources. Meanwhile, under the influence of coal evolution and environmental factors (e.g., rainfall,
light), a large amount of autochthonous DOM can be released by plants in the soil-vegetation interface [34-35]. Generally, most of the proteins and carbohydrates produced by this process can be quickly consumed and utilized by microorganisms, accompanied by the release of nutrients and the accumulation of smaller, more refractory autochthonous humus [36]. However, the proportion of simple aromatic proteins first increased (years 1-5) may be mainly due to the inadequate reaction due to low microbial activity. Notably, the vegetation-soil interface of the 7-year-old dump was dominated by sparsely distributed perennial xerophyte communities and gradually adapted to the soil, which may promote the increase of microbial activity and lead to significant changes in DOM components. This is to say, large amounts of protein substances are degraded and utilized by microorganisms in the vegetation-soil interface, accompanied by an increase in the proportion of microbial metabolites. In addition, hydrophobicity and hydrogen bonding are considered to be the main mechanisms that help stabilize humus [37]. With changing environmental conditions, the interspersion of simple organic molecules in the structure of humus may disrupt its stable structure.
DOM at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump was composed of hydrophilic substances and fatty chains, meaning that the humic-like substances at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump were unstable, and some of them could be easily degraded to be utilized by microorganisms. Thus, this rationale may explain why the proportion of humic-like substances in DOM at the vegetation-soil interface gradually decreased.

DOM at the grassland vegetation-soil interface was primarily composed of humic-like substances (60%), proteins (24%), and microbial metabolites (16%); the proportion of humic-like substances in the grassland was significantly higher than that in the dump, contrary to the protein content. This meant that there was a significant gap between the DOM composition of the vegetation-soil interface in the dumping site and that of the grassland. Thus, nutrients should be appropriately added to improve the microbial activity in the initial recovery stage of the dump, which is beneficial to the rapid recovery of soil and vegetation.

Environmental Impact of the Vegetation-Soil Interface

To find similarities between the DOM structural characteristics at the vegetation-soil interface and soil indicators, we investigated the relationships between different soil parameters. Herein, we employed a hierarchical cluster analysis, where four main clusters were observed at a rescaled distance (Fig. 4). The rescaled distance between BIX and P (I+II, n) was smaller and formed the first cluster, thereby suggesting that the microbial metabolites at the vegetation-soil interface affected the protein content. The DOC, TN, and P (III+V, n) formed the second cluster, implying that DOM content affected humic-like substances and TN content at the vegetation-soil interface. The third cluster was formed by FI, P (III+V, n)/P (I+II, n) and P (IV, n) suggesting that the content of humic-like substances and microbial metabolites at the vegetation-soil interface was predominantly affected by the source of microorganisms. The fourth cluster was formed by SUVA_{254}, A_{253}/A_{203}, E_{2}/E_{3}, DIC, DTC, and pH, indicating that the pH of the vegetation-soil interface was crucial for the composition and structure of DOM and the spatio-temporal distribution of carbon content.

To further identify the relationships between the structural characteristics of DOM and carbon components at the vegetation-soil interface and to reveal the environmental impact, we evaluated the relationships among the spectroscopic parameters of DOM, DOC, and DIC at the vegetation-soil interface using linear analysis. As shown in Fig. 5a), the ratio of humic-like to protein-like substances (P (III+V, n)/P (I+II, n)) had a significantly positive correlation with the content of DOC and pH ($r = 0.487 – 0.533; P<0.01$), indicating that the proportion of humus components is related to the DOM content and PH value in the vegetation-soil interface. Moreover, the DOC content at the vegetation-soil interface was closely related to the FI and BIX.
values in Fig. 5b) \((r = 0.578–0.676, P < 0.01)\), suggesting that the soil DOC content was mainly affected by the microbial activity. In this study, the vegetation-soil interface has the characteristics of strong contribution from autochthonous. Generally, part of the DOM in the litter can be degraded and utilized by microorganisms, accompanied by the release of nutrients and the accumulation of more refractory autochthonous DOM [36]. Meanwhile, humus with more negatively charged functional groups has the characteristic of adsorbing heavy metal cations and carries, promoting the production of \(\text{OH}^-\) [40]. Thus, these results showed that the DOM composition and content at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump were substantially affected by microbial activities. In addition, \(A_{253}/A_{203}\) and \(\text{SUVA}_{254}\) were significantly correlated with the soil pH and DIC content \((r = 0.543 – 0.839, P<0.01)\) (Figs 5(c-d)), demonstrating that the DOM aromatic ring substituents and the degree of humification were closely related to DIC and pH. This finding was related to the high humification degree rendered DOM difficult to degrade and metal cations can be adsorbed by carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups [16]. In short, when the degree of soil DOM humification and the content of carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups in the aromatic ring substituents were high, the DIC content and pH value also increased. To conclude, the structural characteristics of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface were closely related to the different forms of carbon in the soil. Thus, under certain conditions (e.g., terrestrial pollution, microbial degradation, redox potential), soil pH can be used to indirectly reflect the structural characteristics of DOM and the spatio-temporal changes in various forms of carbon content.

Dynamic Change in Various Forms of Carbon Content

To clarify the dynamic change in various forms of carbon at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump, we explored the effects of vegetation restoration and soil pH on the content of various forms of carbon. With increasing dump age, the DOM content at the vegetation-soil interface decreased in years 1-3 and then increased in years 5-7. We suggested that the main reason for the decline in the DOM content in the first 3 years of dump existence is the adaptation stage of ephemeral plants and the imbalance between DOM consumption and input by plants into the soil system [41]. However, the roots of ephemeral plants were distributed in sparse clusters when the dump was 5-year-old. Such scattered roots secreted more small-

Fig. 5. Relationship between the characteristics of DOM components and the content of different carbon forms in the soil.
molecule organic acids into the soil, causing the soil to become acidic [42]. In turn, acidic soil inhibited microbial activity and reduced the decomposition efficiency of organic matter, resulting in the stagnation of the DOC content [43]. The 7-year-old dump was dominated by sparsely distributed perennial xerophyte communities. These plant communities adapted rapidly to the soil so that the associated microorganisms had sufficient nutrients and were characterized by high activity. As such, the 7-year-old dump DOM had a low degree of humification and a simple molecular structure. Plant leaves were likely degraded under the action of microorganisms, providing large amounts of DOM at the vegetation-soil interface and restoring the contents of N and P in the soil to a certain extent.

The DIC content was the highest at 3 years, followed by that at 1, 7, and 5 years. Crystal cells in the root hair and root sheath of plants are known to contain calcium carbonate in the form of stalactites [44]. This meant that the ephemeral plant residues in the 3-year-old dump were accompanied by the formation of calcium carbonate, which increased the vegetation-soil interface DIC content. Meanwhile, the low pH of the 5-year-old dump caused the soil inorganic carbon to be converted into a gas form, which was released into the atmosphere, thereby decreasing the DIC content in the soil [45]. In addition, with the growth of plant rhizomes and the enhancement of microbial respiration in the 7-year dump, the release of CO₂ increased, which led to the increase of DIC content at the vegetation-soil interface.

As shown above, the soil physical and chemical properties and content of various forms of carbon slightly improved in the process of vegetation-soil restoration of the dump. Vegetation changes affected soil respiration, changed the mineralization and decomposition of soil organic carbon, and affected soil carbon release. Plant metabolites and residues were the main organic carbon sources in the soil, and played a key role in soil carbon sequestration. At the same time, the soil pH significantly affected the quantity and activity of soil microorganisms and their action on carbon transformation. Furthermore, the soil pH controlled the cyclic transformation process of soil nutrients, the turnover capacity of soil carbon content, and the productivity of the ecosystem. Thus, the government should pay attention to soil pH and vegetation types when implementing effective management policies of dump in the future. Meanwhile, it is necessary to increase the investment in reclamation of the dump and adjust the vegetation type of the dump in a timely and appropriate manner, which is conducive to the rapid restoration of the dump.

Conclusions

Based on the combination of UV-Vis and 3DEEM spectroscopy, the DOM components and structural characteristics at the vegetation-soil interface and the distribution characteristics of different forms of carbon were analyzed. The results showed that the DOM and DIC contents at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump were 320.82-403.81 and 242.85-918.86 mg/kg, respectively. Meanwhile, DOM at the vegetation-soil interface of the dump was mainly composed of hydrophilic substances. Under the dominance of microbial sources, the DOM components of the vegetation-soil interface were mainly humic-like and protein-like substances. With increasing dump age, the content of fatty chains and newly formed humic acid in DOM increased. In addition, soil pH can be used to indirectly reflect the humification degree of DOM and the spatio-temporal changes in various forms of carbon content.

This study enhances the understanding of the migration and transformation mechanisms of carbon components at the vegetation-soil interface of a coal-mining dump. However, a clear characterization of carbon components at the vegetation-soil interface is still lacking. In our future research, we will use Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry to elucidate the structure of DOM and the chemical properties of soil carbon at the vegetation-soil interface at the molecular level in order to reveal the mechanism of carbon migration and transformation at the vegetation-soil interface of coal mining dumps.
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